Coordinate expression of activating Fc gamma receptors I and III and inhibiting Fc gamma receptor type II in the determination of joint inflammation and cartilage destruction during immune complex-mediated arthritis.
To study the role of the activating Fc gamma receptor types I and III (Fc gamma RI and Fc gamma RIII, respectively) and the inhibiting Fc gamma receptor II (Fc gamma RII) in inflammation and in various aspects of cartilage destruction during arthritis that is solely induced by immune complexes. Immune complex-mediated arthritis (ICA) was passively induced by lysozyme-antilysozyme complexes in Fc gamma RI-, Fc gamma RIII-, and Fc gamma RII-knockout mice and their wild-type controls. Total knee joints were isolated to study inflammation and cartilage destruction (loss of proteoglycans [PGs], chondrocyte death, matrix metalloproteinase [MMP]-mediated neoepitope [VDIPEN] expression, and erosion). The presence of an active phenotype of macrophages was studied by detection of myeloid-related proteins 8 and 14 (MRP8 and MRP14, respectively). Influx and activation of inflammatory cells (MRP expression) during ICA was decreased in Fc gamma RIII-deficient mice and enhanced in mice lacking Fc gamma RII. Mild cartilage destruction reflected by loss of PGs was consistent with the degree of inflammation. Mice lacking Fc gamma RIII showed almost no PG depletion, whereas in Fc gamma RII(-/-) mice, PG depletion was increased 3-7-fold in various cartilage areas. Initiation of erosive cartilage destruction, as reflected by MMP-mediated VDIPEN expression, was reduced in Fc gamma RIII(-/-) and Fc gamma RI(-/-) mice, directing the two different critical steps of cellular influx and subsequent activation. These aspects were enhanced in Fc gamma RII(-/-) mice. In Fc gamma RI(-/-) and Fc gamma RIII(-/-) mice, VDIPEN expression was 90-99% lower, whereas in Fc gamma RII(-/-) mice, VDIPEN expression was increased 4-fold. Chondrocyte death was reduced in Fc gamma RIII(-/-) mice (68% lower) and enhanced in Fc gamma RII(-/-) mice (6-12-fold higher). Progression of arthritis and erosion of the cartilage surface were markedly elevated in Fc gamma RII(-/-) arthritic joints. During ICA, Fc gamma RIII is the dominant activating receptor mediating joint inflammation, whereas both Fc gamma RI and Fc gamma RIII are involved in cartilage destruction. Fc gamma RII inhibits both joint inflammation and severe cartilage destruction during ICA.